SDMC

February 10, 2020

Minutes

- Sign in sheet reflects that 8 of the 15 members were not present.
- Future early dismissal professional developments we are going to consider that more is done on campus and based on individual growth.
- Assessment grades for OnRamps have not been successful. OnRamps will cost $99 per student per semester. We are going to be looking into different options for next year with Houston Community College. The biggest issue with HCC is that we need to use their teachers - not ours. We have plans to discuss options on qualifying Westbury teachers to teach the HCC classes on our campus with the HISD department over this area.
- A tutorial calendar was passed out and reviewed.
- 430 students attended credit recovery this weekend which is AMAZING! Prizes seem to be working and plans to reward honor roll with prizes too.
- Brainstorm methods to recruit more substitutes - advertising at colleges.
- Possibility that there will be clear backpacks for all of HISD next year. Looking into the cost of backpacks for students at Westbury for next year.
- Reviewed alarm issues in rooms throughout the building. Work orders have been submitted, and we are waiting on results from the district.